




Relationship of the sleep and exercise load in 
collegiate competitive swimmers
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Abstract: Sleep is homeostatically controlled and, after a prolonged period of stress, we recognize 
importance of the sleep. The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of exercise on responses to 
sleep in collegiate competitive swimmers. Six healthy collegiate competitive swimmers participated in 
this study. The subjects were attached to surface electrodes on their forehead to record an 
electroencephalogram （EEG）．To measure the sleep-wake cycle, accelerometers （Lifecorder GS, 
SUZUKEN, Japan） was used. The sleep - wake data were analysed by circadian rhythm analysis 
software （SleepSign Act, KISSEI COMTEC, Japan）．Sleep variables analysed time in bed （TIB）， sleep 
period time （SPT）， total sleep time （TST）， wake time after sleep onset （WASO）， sleep efficiency 
（SE）， sleep latency （SL）， time of sleep onset, time of wake onset, and bed out latency （BOL）．For the 
sleep latency, an exercise group was shorter than control group（17.0±5.7 vs 49.3±16.0）．During 
sleep of the single night, delta wave appeared more in the exercise group. The sleep after the exercise 
seems to be extremely useful in the recovery from fatigue.
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